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Happy New Year!

Notices

Memorial for John McKendy,
Sunday, February 8, 2009
NBMM will host a Quaker Memorial Meeting for John
McKendy on Feb. 8 (storm date, Feb. 15) at 11:00
in Holy Cross House of St. Thomas University, on
Montgomery St., Fredericton. Food will be
catered.

Meredith Egan Visit
Meredith Egan, Program Associate for QFJ (Quakers
Fostering Justice), will come in January to NB to
meet with the Working Group to discern way
forward on domestic violence and Friends’ response
to the events surrounding the murder of John
McKendy. A notice will be sent to Monthly
Meetings for date and place of her visit.

Reminder to NBMM to Donate
If NB Friends haven’t already sent their 2008
donations to the Meeting, although the Treasurer
reports returns of a sizeable amount in response to
her request at November MM, this is a reminder to
donate soon, so she can replace what she sent CYM
at end of year.

Hot-Off-the-Press CD
Michael R. Miller Musical Retrospective at 75 is
available now on CD @ $20 total, from Michael &
Edith Miller (address on masthead). The recorded
live performance by Michael (piano), Andrew Miller
(contrabass), Matthieu Deveau (violin), Richard
Hornsby (clarinet), and Sally Dibblee (soprano), was
produced by Nate Miller. It contains solo piano,
trio, and duo works, and quartet of Michael’s
setting of a poem “Blues My Heart Out” by our
Newfoundland Friend Nathalie Brunet.

Our Friendly Family

Celebration of Muriel Duckworth’s
100th Birthday

Excerpts from a letter from Maida Follini

There was a lot in the Chronicle-Herald about
Muriel's party. I went, of course, and in the Cohn
auditorium there must have been between 1 and
2000 people of all kinds of groups and friends of
Muriel’s— the Cohn lobby was crowded, both up
and down, and the auditorium was filled when
they went in to the concert.

Muriel received in her chair at the reception but I
did not stand in the long line to greet her— feeling
that seeing her at Meeting was more personal.
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The concert started with a Mi'qmag group of singers
and drummers from Cape Breton who sang in their
language and concluded with the Mi'qmag nation
anthem. The concert continued with singers and
dancers from Muriel's family, from children's choirs,
adult choirs, solos, small groups, etc. and
interspersed with leading friends of Muriel reading
from Muriel’s own words, particular items of
wisdom or humour or experience. Betty Peterson
read from words about Quakers.

It was a grand event! The Leaheys from Pugwash
Peace Exchange were among the many many many
that were there, as well as political leaders galore.

Muriel Duckworth, Quaker for all
Seasons and Reasons

Notes by Betty Peterson

Muriel has fully lived through her 100 years, with
celebrations during the previous 6 months, and
with many interviews, full press coverage with
pictures everywhere, radio and TV, hundreds of
cards and greetings from the Queen, Prime
Minister, and other dignitaries. But the absolute
climax came on November 2, 2008, at THE grand
Halifax Birthday Party [see above]. At the
reception in the Cohn Auditorium, Muriel was
surrounded by hundreds of well-wishers from near
and far, who feasted on 100 (count ‘em) luscious
birthday cakes provided by loving volunteers.

The 1000 seats were more than filled at the giant
concert that followed, featuring several
professional concert choirs, the return of “Four the
Moment” and the irrepressible Raging Grannies,
among others. Many friends gave tributes, some
quoting Muriel’s own words on peace, social
justice, women’s equality, and other major
concerns during her long life.

Muriel’s daughter, Eleanor, came from the States
to perform a moving and graceful dance dedicated
to her mother, while other friends composed, as a
tribute, a lovely song which was taught to the
entire audience, as Muriel and her large family
came to the stage.

The occasion also featured the launching of a
unique event: the Jack and Muriel Duckworth Fund
for Active Global Citizenship, through Oxfam
Canada, in their areas of involvement, by
empowering women to develop their social,
economic, and political rights, and to determine
their own futures. The Duckworth Fund, already
substantial, will continue to grow over the years
under the care of Oxfam Canada.

Celebration of Community and the
Stages of Life, One to One Hundred
Notes by Betty Peterson

Halifax Friends Meeting in late November welcomed
as guests of honour new babies, all under one year:
Molly, daughter of Katie Avens and Andrew Gillis
Tabitha, daughter of Robin Neustaeter
Lucy, daughter of Helen and Michael Earley Barker
and granddaughter of Mel Earley
and Muriel Duckworth, just over 100.

It was a joyous affair with finger food, baby
holdings, and greetings to Muriel by some who had
missed her party, also Friends and messages from
South Shore, Antigonish, Musquodoboit Harbour
Worship Groups, and Annapolis Valley MM. See you
next year!

In Memoriam

Atze Douma
Excerpts from Maida Follini

Atze Douma's public funeral at Atlantic School of
theology chapel [Dec. 12] (very well attended by
Quakers and Engineers and other friends of the
Doumas') and his Quaker memorial service [Dec.
14] (very well attended by Quakers from Halifax,
Dartmouth, South Shore & Annapolis Valley).
Corrie Douma was very expressive, testifying that
God, whatever idea we had of him, as a person, a
spirit, a concept, an idea, she felt God is Love and
is within us and all around us.

Atze Douma
(1925-2008): a remarkable man
Tribute by Donna Smyth, on behalf of HMM, at the
public Memorial Service, Dec. 12, 2008

Quick of body, mind and spirit. That was Atze.
Not only in the sense of moving quickly— though he
certainly did that as long as he could. But “quick”
in the older sense of being quick with life, fully
alive.

In our Quaker Meeting, we came to know this
quickness and also his kindness, his way of quietly
doing whatever had to be done, without fuss and
bother. In fact, it’s fair to say that Atze detested
fuss and bother because he preferred action rather
than endless discussion.. He had a wicked sense of
humour combined with just a hint of impatience.
Yet he was never unkind and everyone trusted him,
turned to him for help and advice.



He and Corrie are living examples of the power
of love. Through the deep and abiding love
between them, they showed us what a true
marriage can be. But they also extended this love
to others, creating a sense of community wherever
they were. They offered soup, cheese and
sympathy to many and always hospitality to anyone
who came to their door.

Atze and Corrie shared with the Meeting stories
about growing up in Holland during the Second
World War. They were both teenagers during the
Nazi occupation and they knew the frustration, fear
and anger of an officially conquered people. I say
‘officially’ because I don’t think anyone can really
conquer the Dutch. They are a stubborn,
courageous people who have spent years doing the
impossible— holding back the sea through the power
of their ingenuity and their engineering and their
ability to work together to solve common problems.

During the “Hunger Winter” of 1944-45, many
people died of the cold or starvation and families
did what they had to do in order to survive. Yet, in
the midst of this misery and chaos, young people
like Atze and Corrie still fell in love and made plans
for a future beyond the War.

When the Canadian troops liberated Holland,
the people of Amsterdam gave them a hero’s
welcome and, to this day, Canadian vets are
honoured guests of the city and the country.

Probably then, it was no accident that Atze and
Corrie ended up in Canada. It was also no accident
that, despite his faithful service and attendance,
Atze never became a formal member of the Quaker
Meeting. I think his decision not to join was based
on his early experiences of war and its
consequences. He frequently referred back to the
immense joy and relief he, his family, and
neighbours felt when they saw the Canadians
coming down the street. Although he hated war, he
could not commit himself to the Quaker Peace
Testimony because he believed that sometimes it
was necessary to take up arms to defend a people
against brutality and tyranny.

This type of moral scrupulousness was typical of
Atze. If he could not commit himself with all his
heart and mind, he stood aside, again without fuss
or bother. His was a rare kind of integrity and
honesty. The rest of us can only try to follow in his
footsteps, or rather, his bicycle tracks.

Somewhere in another dimension of time and
space, there’s a young man who jumps on his bike
to cycle madly through the streets of Amsterdam to

be at the place where Corrie worked so he can ride
home with her. This is the Atze who rode into our
Meeting and into our hearts and he will never leave
us.

John McKendy

NB Friends were (and still are) gripped by the death
of John McKendy on October 31 in Fredericton.
The following contents of the funeral program for
John on Dec. 5 in St. Dunstan’s Church,
Fredericton, was attended by over 1000 friends,
Friends, family, clergy, and St. Thomas University
faculty and students.

Entrance and Gathering Music:
Laudate Dominum, Mozart
Welcome: Fr. John Jennings, Chaplain Moderator
Opening Prayer: Judy McKendy
Reading: Micah 6:8 by Stephen Pidwysocky, Quaker
Friend
Song: Prayer of St. Francis
Reading: Matthew 5:1-10 by Janice Ryan, Campus
Minister
Song: His Eye is on the Sparrow
Sharing of Memories
Sylvia Hale, Sociology Department
Students of John McKendy and Music Tribute
Vince Zelazny, Quaker Friend
Youth from Alternatives to Violence Project
Music for John
Silence and Informal Sharing: Michael Miller,
Quaker Friend
Song: Simple Gifts (see reverse), Dawne Clarke,
Quaker Friend
Message from the University
Dr. Michael Higgins, President, St.Thomas
University
Sign of Peace, Song of Peace
Concluding Music
Reception to follow in McCain Hall Atrium

A letter from Christiant Bracken, a friend and
colleague of John’s
Hi there, I hope these are appropriate addresses to
contact for this purpose. I was greatly saddened to
learn today of the death of John McKendy. I
traveled to Burundi with John in 2007 to work at
the Kamenge clinic with AGLI. I just wrote some of
my remembrances of my time with John and
thought perhaps they would be of interest to
others who knew him. The rest of our workcamp
group is not really in contact anymore, and so I'm a
bit adrift here in finding others to share in my



grief at the loss of John. I thought maybe sharing
these remembrances with others who knew him
would maybe bring them some comfort, and also
maybe give me a sense that I'm part of a larger
group of friends and community who mourn his
death.

John and I traveled to Burundi together in the
summer of 2007. At age 57 it was his first trip
outside the US and Canada ever. He was a
sociology professor in New Brunswick, and had
begun working with the Alternatives to Violence
Project in prisons several years before, becoming
an advanced trainer and facilitator. He was ready
to try his hand at making positive change beyond
his local area. After returning from our time in
Burundi, John raised funds for the Friends Women's
Association to buy an adjacent plot of land to
enlarge their clinic. He returned as a workcamper
in 2008 to build on that land. He then committed
to developing a non-violent action course for youth
in Burundi and returning in 2009 for six months to
facilitate workshops.

John was a gentle and giving person, always ready
to listen, always wanting to lend support, always
happy to do what he could. He was often seen by
local folks as the leader of our little band of 5,
because he was the only participant over 25, and
because of that he had to deal with added stresses
while we were there, of turning down requests for
individual donations, of explaining why we were in
certain places.
He was the most enthusiastic of any of us about
getting to know the city and its people. Every day
that we were in Bujumbura, after we returned
from work, he would change his shirt and go out
for a walk. Sometimes for hours he would walk,
always to new neighborhoods, waving and smiling
at the people he would meet on the streets. I
frequently went with him, and we would explore
all sections of the city, finding gorgeous mosques
hidden away, or the gate to a secluded marshy
beach on Lake Tanganyika.

After the workcamp in Burundi was over, John
joined me for ten days through Kenya and
Tanzania. I was not in the best of spirits by then,
and he was unfailingly patient with me and
supportive of my needs to take time to adjust to a
new city, or rest before exploring. We had
numerous meaningful and thoughtful conversations
about our work in Burundi, each of our lives, what
we wanted out of the future, what we thought
about Western involvement in Africa, both modern
and historic. He had a daughter who had suffered

severe depression, and was a generous and
fascinating window for me into the world of the
parent of a depressed teenager. I spoke with him
about my experience as a teenager dealing with
depression. We had a lot to share with each other
about our perspectives on mental health and I am
much the better for having had that connection.

John grabbed hold of the people of Burundi
tenaciously, and kept going back, putting himself
out there for them, bridging the chasm between
well-to-do Western white Quakers and poor,
African Quakers in the small way he saw before
him. He created ties between these groups and
went about reinforcing them any way he could
manage. He did what I had intended to and didn't
with respect to Burundi. Knowing how hard it
turned out to be for me, and what roadblocks
there are to making those connections, I have
incredible respect for his determination, his
patience and his commitment to that work.

John was a quiet inspiration, a beautiful and
courageous soul who broke out of a predictable
mold to take risks in working to bring about and
strengthen peace. He was a dear and gentle man
with an easy smile and an outstretched hand, and
this world was a better place for having had him in
it. I am a better person for having known him. He
will be missed from here to Africa and back.

I hold his memory, his family, and his killer in the
Light, Chris

A letter from Rev. Hugh Kirkegaard
Regional Chaplain – Atlantic and Ontario
Correctional Service of Canada

Dear Friends and Colleagues, It is with great
sadness that I write to inform you of the death of
Professor John McKendy. It has been much in the
news in the Atlantic Provinces since Friday morning
but John’s violent death in his home is also a
significant loss to our Chaplaincy community. He
had planned to be providing leadership in the
Alternatives to Violence (AVP) program at
Dorchester over the weekend. After hearing of
John’s death his fellow leaders in the program
made the decision, with the participants, to carry
it through to conclusion in memory of John.

As a Quaker and a man of strong pacifist
convictions John has been a partner with us in CSC
Chaplaincy for many years. He was highly
regarded by offenders and Chaplains for his deep
compassion and care for others. I worked with



John in the early development of Circles of
Support and Accountability where his academic
interests as a sociologist overlapped his personal
commitments, as was the case with AVP,
Restorative Justice and his work with aboriginal
communities as well. Of late his passion for peace
and justice had led John to Burundi in central
Africa where he has spent his summers working
with war torn communities on conflict resolution
and supporting work with women living with AIDS.

John’s untimely death is a loss to us all, in the
Chaplaincy community, in CSC, to his students at
St. Thomas University and to the wider
community. Please keep John’s family, his Quaker
community, his students and people in his wider
network in your thoughts and prayers in the
coming days.

The Quaker community in Fredericton anticipates
holding a Memorial Service there later this week or
next. We will keep you informed of developments.

May God guide us in these days and bring peace in
our time, Faithfully, Hugh

Unitarian vigil
On Nov. 2 the Fredericton Unitarian Church held a
half-hour memorial with candle-lighting for John
and his family. Sylvia Hale, who has been a
spokesperson on the tragedy to the media and is
also an attender of Fredericton Worship Group and
the Unitarian Church and a STU colleague of
John’s, introduced the memorial.

Service for John at Dorchester
Friends who had attended AVP workshops at
Dorchester Penitentiary with John came to
Dorchester to share in a special memorial service
on Nov. 15. Vince, Michael, Stephen, Edith, and
Linda Foy joined some of the inmates and outside
volunteers, the two chaplains at Dorchester and
Regional Chaplain of CSC (Correctional Service of
Canada). It was a simple ecumenical service of
Protestant, Catholic, and Quaker collaboration.

Letters of sympathy from Atlantic Meetings
New Brunswick Monthly Meeting appreciates
receiving letters of sympathy on the death of John
McKendy, from Halifax Monthly Meeting and
Annapolis Valley Monthly Meeting.

Monthly Meetings

Halifax MM
October 5, 2008; Charles Brown, Clerk, Christina
Tellez, Recording Clerk

HMM agrees to send a letter in support of
Omar Khadar as requested by Atlantic Meeting of
Common Concerns of Monthly Meetings. It was
referred to Peace and Social Concerns Committee
to write a letter to Harper, McKay, and leaders of
all parties.

Donna and Gillian are requested to draft a letter
of behalf of HMM protesting Uranium Mining in Nova
Scotia. Jessie will make a copy for the Archives.

HMM agrees to help organize the sectional
FWCC/AFG (Friends World Committee for
Consultation/Atlantic Friends Gathering) weekend
Spring 2010.

CYM (Canadian Yearly Meeting) asks Friends to
donate to the HMAC (Home Mission and
Advancement Committee) fund to hire a Religious
Education Secretary and a Youth Education
Secretary.

Keith Helmuth will be giving the S.P. Gardner
lecture at CYM 2009: “Listening to Each Other, Our
Heritage, Our Present, Our Future.” HE REQUESTS
INPUT AS TO SUB-THEMES on the topic of Right
Relationship, Building a Whole-Earth Economy (this
is the title of the upcoming book on which Keith
has collaborated).

Halifax MM
November 9, 2008, Charles Brown, Clerk, Christina
Tellez, Recording Clerk

Worship Sharing: There was discussion of
our present custom of Worship Sharing in the last
15 minutes of Meeting for Worship. It was decided
that, since the term WS has long had a more
traditional meaning and practice, that the
expression “Afterthoughts” is more appropriate, to
give Friends a chance to voice their thoughts if they
have not been led to minister with them.

[n.b. from ed.: see below, last item, what
Fredericton Worship Group has been doing]

Peace and Social Concerns: Roger Davies
reported that the committee continues to work on
the issue of anti-recruitment. The resource DVD



“Voices in Wartime” is considered a useful tool in
this work, and it is hoped to have a public meeting
with educators using this movie.

Program Committee: On Nov. 30 following
M4W, there will be a Celebration of Community and
the Passages of Life [see above in “Our Friendly
Family”].

On Dec. 14, following M4W, there will be letter-
writing for Oxfam campaigns and other concerns.

Delegate Reports: Bill Curry of HMAC sent
his report from his first meeting. He will become
the Web Respondent in both English and French,
answering inquirer questions and facilitating
interaction with the public. He will also work with
others on Isolated Friends.

Roger Davies reported on his first meeting at CFSC
(Canadian Friends Service Committee). He has
decided to join the subcommittee Quakers
Fostering Justice, which is currently doing work in
Jamaica.

New Business: In response to news of John
McKendy’s tragic death, Betty Peterson was asked
to draft a letter of shared grief to Fredericton
Worship Group and to NBMM at large. M&C
(Ministry & Counsel) will also send a card to the
family. HMM will make a donation to any fund set
up in John’s name to further his work.

We have received a copy of a letter written to the
Clerk of Representative Meeting of CYM, from
Musquodoboit Valley Quaker Worship Group,
requesting that they be given their own Monthly
Meeting status.

New Brunswick MM
Excerpts from the minutes of NBMM on Nov. 16,
2008, Brian Mulroney Hall Rm. 202, St. Thomas U.,
Fredericton

Meeting was attended by 7 from Houlton-
Woodstock, 7 from Fredericton, 2 from Sackville,
and 2 from Saint John-area Worship Groups, with
John Calder as Clerk, Edith Miller as Acting
Recording Clerk, and Lesley Read as Treasurer. We
began our Meeting with a moment of silence.

Treasurer’s report:

a) AGLI (African Great Lakes Initiative):
The Clerk will write a letter of thanks
to those who donated to this project in
memory of John McKendy’s work with

AGLI. The letter will ask the donors to
choose whether (I) to have their
donations, which totaled $629.88, sent
to CFSC earmarked to AGLI and be
enclosed with a tax receipt, or (II) to
return the donation to the NBMM
account and added to the $810.30
there.

b) CYM donation: We have sent our 2007
donation of $1885 to CYM and $25 to
FGC (Friends General Conference). We
will now send $1885 for 2008 to CYM.
We ask for more donations for 2008.

We approved of forming a Working Group to
discern way forward on domestic violence and
Friends’ response to the events surrounding the
murder of John McKendy. The members are
Marilee, Michael, Vince, and Dawne.

We approved the request to bring Meredith
Egan, Program Associate for QFJ (Quakers Fostering
Justice), to New Brunswick to meet with the
Working Group. The Meeting will commit up to
$400 to enable Meredith to come to Fredericton.*

We agreed to have a Committee of Care for
Carol Wakeham, John McKendy’s widow, consisting
of Ellen, Edith, Stephen, and Vince. Ellen will
contact Carol.

Memorial for John McKendy: We will have
a memorial on Sunday, February 15, 2009, which
John Calder, Ellen, Lesley, and Fredericton Worship
Group will plan. We will send a letter of thanks to
St. Thomas University for the use of Brian Mulroney
and Edmund Casey Halls, and a letter of sympathy
to the family of John McKendy.

Next Monthly Meeting will be Sunday,
December 14 at Brian Mulroney Hall, 11:00 a.m.,
with potluck.

*The Meeting has adjusted the date of Meredith
Egan’s visit to allow more time to plan. It will be
organized for some time in January.



New Brunswick MM
Minutes of Meeting for Worship For Business
December 16, 2008, at Brian Mulroney Hall, 202,
STU

Present were 11 from Fredericton, 1 from Saint
John-Area, and 2 from Houlton-Woodstock Worship
Groups; John Calder, Clerk, Vince Zelazny, pro-tem
Recording Clerk

1. The Clerk read a condolence letter to the
McKendy family, which was approved. Ellen
Helmuth will send it to family members.

2. We have received a formal letter of transfer of
Hilary Blythe to NBMM from Ottawa Monthly
Meeting. We look forward to meeting her.

3. We ask John to write to the Clerk of Halifax MM
to transfer the membership of Maida Follini to
Halifax.

4. Martha read a draft letter of thanks to Michael
Higgins, President of St. Thomas University, for
the university’s role in organizing the memorial
service that was held on November 5th at St.
Dunstan’s Church in Fredericton. It was
approved. We ask Martha to send copies to New
Brunswick daily newspapers and to the
Northern Light weekly newspaper in Bathurst.
We will try to hold the Quaker memorial
meeting on the 8th of February. Martha McClure
will organize the reception and hire catering
from St. Thomas University on our behalf. We
recognize that much of this work will fall to
Fredericton Friends but remind them that there
is much help available from Friends outside of
Fredericton.

5. Finances. Sheehan Moore, a recent graduate of
Fredericton High School and an attender of our
meeting, will be teaching at Edura Primary
School in Ghana through “Kids Worldwide” for 3
½ months. We would like to support this
project, and ask Michael and Vince to form a
committee of care for Sheehan to decide what
form our contribution will take, and to report
back to next MM.

6. Peace Conference. Keith has been asked by
Friends in Philadelphia to participate in a major
peace conference to be held in that city
January 13-17. The conference will involve the
Peace Churches (Quakers, Mennonites, and
Church of the Brethren) as well as other
denominations including Jewish and Islamic.

The purpose of the conference is to try to
discern how to increase the voice of world
religion in the world dialogue on peace. Given
that CYM has not named a person to attend, we
recognize that Keith’s attendance would help
publicize the aims and outcomes of the
conference among Canadian Friends. We note
his recent contribution to Friends Journal
related to this concern, and look forward to a
report on the conference. NBMM commits $200
to facilitate Keith’s attendance.

7. Meeting reports. Martha reported from
Representative Meeting held November 21-22 in
Ottawa. Ellen reported news from Friends
General Conference, and reminds Friends that
Scholarship funds are available for first-time
attenders at FGC. She encourages anyone
interested to apply early.

8. NBMM is revitalizing the Nominating
Committee. We nominate Michael Miller, Harry
Roper (subject to consent), and Doris Calder
(subject to consent), with John Calder as an
alternate. We ask the Nominating Committee
to first identify Friends who would serve as our
Meeting’s Ministry and Counsel. As a second
priority, we ask them to identify a Clerk and
Recording Clerk to begin in September 2009.

9. Next meeting will be held January 18th, 2009.

Fredericton Worship Group

Something like HMM’s “afterthoughts,” our
WG has been, for the past 3-4 years, ending our
M4W with a go-around to catch up on our news and
thoughts not expressed during the silence. We then
get up and have coffee. In our new schedule for
2008-09 we also have been meeting in a public
place every 3rd Sunday of the month. Instead of
assembling in one another’s house, we have been
able to use Room 202 of Brian Mulroney Hall at
STU. Starting with a Worship Sharing, led by a
designated member of our group, for about an
hour, we then settle into M4W. This plan is to help
welcome attendance of enquirers who might be
hesitant about coming into a strange home, as well
as to stimulate sharing of ideas.

For several years Fredericton has also
held a mid-week noon worship in a room off the
St. Thomas U. Chapel. John McKendy kept up
this small but vital worship group and wished it
to continue.


